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KLENZEEN SUPER T CLOTH

70gsm Spunlace. Klenzeen Super T industrial cloth is an incredibly 
tough and durable wiper. Suitable for use in all industrial 
applications. Its open cellular structure provides excellent particle 
pick up whilst acting as a strong and durable barrier. Solvent 
resistant/Strong, tough and durable /Available in three handy 
dispensing formats/Absorbent/Low linting and silicone free.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZI007B (Bagged) 12 x 25

KZI007 (Handy Box) 1 x 150

KZI007R 1 x 400

KLENZEEN CLEANING 
& DEGREASING WIPE 
LOW LINTING

70gsm Bonded Polyester and Cellulose Fibres. Klenzeen Cleaning 
& Degreasing wipe is an incredibly tough and durable wiper. 
Suitable for use in all industrial, engineering and food preparation 
areas. This premium wiper is an ideal solvent wipe retaining strength 
even when wet. Solvent resistant/Strong, tough and durable/
Absorbent/Low linting/Suitable for many wiping tasks where speed of 
absorption is important/Feel of a rag but with better performance and 
disposability/Available in two handy dispensing formats.

FEATURES

Code Size

KZI003 1 x 280

KZI004 1 x 400
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C FOLD HAND TOWELS

HYDROMAX

MICRO EMBOSSED 
TOILET TISSUE

CONVENTIONAL 
TOILET TISSUE

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURESFEATURES

The Essentials Range of C Fold hand towels offer quality for the best 
value. The single ply towels have an innovative fold for improved 
dispensing and performance. Towels are soft yet strong for a 
comfortable hand dry without the drawbacks of wet tabbing. The lightly 
textured surface also helps to exfoliate germs from hands. The solid 
pack is presented with a fi lm wrap which is easy to remove when 
loading dispensers. Hand Towels are available in White, Green and Blue. 

The Essentials range of conventional 
toilet tissue has been developed to enable 
customers to balance requirements for ‘best 
quality’ with the need for ‘Value’. The tissue 
is manufactured to be soft and absorbent 
without compromising breakdown in water.

Hydromax is our strongest and most durable wiping product which 
makes light work of heavy duty tasks such as degreasing and cleaning 
of tools and equipment. It is snag-resistant 
and 99% lint free, so when torn, it doesn’t 
disintegrate. Hydromax won’t leave a 
residue and can be wrung out and 
reused, making it perfect for an 
engineering environment. 

The Essentials range of micro embossed conventional toilet tissue has 
been developed to enable customers to balance requirements for 
‘best quality’ with the need for ‘best value’. The tissue 
is manufactured to be soft and absorbent without 
compromising breakdown in water.

BULK PACK TOILET TISSUE
FEATURES
The Essentials range of bulk pack tissue offers great value for everyday 
washroom use. The toilet tissue is manufactured to be soft, strong and 
absorbent without compromising break 
down in water characteristics. 
The interleaved sheets reduce wastage 
in use, encouraging the user to take less 
paper. The tissue is biodegradable.

Code Colour

HTG256 Green

HTB256 Blue 

HTW256 White

Code Size

PW1150
White 500 x 300mm 
x 150 sheets

Code Size

MBP250
105mm x 200mm 
(250 sheets per sleeve)

Code Size

T24LUX
125 x 110mm x 
240 sheets

Code Size

T23002
112 x 95mm x 
320 sheets

186 187
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HYGIENE ROLLS

JUMBOS

BUMPER ROLLS

ESSENTIAL JUMBOS

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES
The Essentials range of Jumbos are 
available in a range of core sizes, 
plies and roll lengths. Our selection of 
jumbo toilet rolls offers a solution for 
every washroom, big or small. Tissue 
is manufactured to be soft, absorbent 
and strong without compromising break 
down in water characteristics.

The range of Jumbos are available 
in a range of core sizes, plies and 
roll lengths. Our selection of jumbo 
toilet rolls offers a solution for every 
washroom, big or small. Tissue is 
manufactured to be soft, absorbent and 
strong without compromising break 
down in water characteristics.

The Essentials range of bumper rolls are often used on garage 
forecourts and in workshops, these large industrial size wiping rolls are 
typically dispensed from a fl oor-stand dispenser and are frequently 
used to mop up spills and for general wiping and cleaning.

The Essentials range of hygiene rolls are ideal for hospitals, clinics, sports 
centres and beauty salons. Hygiene rolls offer additional protection and 
client comfort. Traditionally used to line couches and medical equipment, 
hygiene rolls are also used for general wiping tasks. The rolls are tissue 
based and are individually wrapped for added protection.

FEATURES

ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM 
HAND SOAP 1000ML

A quality, antibacterial foam hand soap. 
A mild effective formulation to remove 
light to medium soiling. Rinses off easily. 
Ideal for use in the food preparation and 
catering industries. A non-perfumed, non-
tainting formulation to protect against hand and food-borne infections, 
the product is also effective in hospitals against nosocomial disease. With 
added emollient to leave the hands feeling smooth and conditioned.

Code Size

J26200
92mm x 200M 
62mm Core

Code Size

HR2211 250mm x 36M Blue

HR2262 500mm x 36M Blue

Code Size

J26410
92mm x 410M  
62mm Core

Code  Size

SA1000 1000ml

Code Size

B1BMIL 197mm x 1500M Blue
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FACIAL TISSUE
FEATURES
The Essentials range of facial tissue has been specifi ed using the 
highest quality soft tissue to provide the optimum comfort for 
personal wiping.

PT8690

BUMPER ROLL LEONARDO HAND TOWELS
FEATURES FEATURES

Leonardo Hand Towels are dispensed 
one-at-a-time for controlled 
consumption and are offered fl at and 
unfolded to maximise active drying area. They are soft and easy to use.

For hand drying purposes the RTW200 is a proven and reliable choice 
with excellent wet-strength.

RTW200

BUMPER ROLL

For hand drying purposes the RTB200 is a proven and reliable choice 
with excellent wet-strength.

RTB200

FEATURES
3 PLY CENTREFEED
FEATURES
This 3 ply Centrefeed is ideal for those working on 
the move. The carry box not only allows freedom 
of movement but it also protects the paper from 
unwanted splashes and spills. The 3 ply fi nish makes 
the tissue both strong and absorbent and suitable for 
a range of wiping tasks.

FEATURES
BUMPER ROLL DISPENSER

Bumper Roll Dispenser, 2 wheels 
for mobility, Chrome Frame.

DS9393

HAND TOWEL DISPENSER
FEATURES
Hand Towel Dispenser, Takes ‘C’ fold, 
Z Fold and extra narrow towels.

DS923E

LEONARDO SOAP DISPENSER
FEATURES
The Leonardo Soap Dispenser requires a new 
pump with every pouch to minimise cross 
contamination. It has a high capacity of 
1000ml with 2500 shots per pouch.

DSSA01

Code Size
KW1000 255mm x 148M Blue

Code Size
HTL002 230 x 240mm White

188 189


